Directions to Synergy Park North 2 (SPN2)

If coming from the north, take Waterview Parkway south. Turn left on Synergy Park Blvd, left on Stewart Dr, and then turn right and park in the parking lot.

If coming from the south, take Campbell Road west to Waterview Parkway and turn right onto Waterview Pkwy. Head north to Synergy Park Blvd. Turn right onto Synergy Park Blvd, left on Stewart Dr, and then turn right and park in the parking lot.

You may park in green spots (if it is after 5 p.m. on Friday, or any time on Saturday or Sunday) or in metered spots (if there are any—the parking details have not yet been officially released when this map was created). Parking is not enforced in green spots after 5 p.m. on Fridays or at all on weekends. Do not park in any other color-outlined spot other than green. If attending an event before 5 p.m. on Friday, or at any time on any other weekday, please find parking in a metered space and pay the machine. Metered parking is never free, you must pay the machine.

Directions to University Theatre (TH)

From the north, take Synergy Park Blvd to Floyd Rd, turn south onto Floyd Rd. Continue south and turn right onto Lookout Drive after coming to a complete stop at the four-way stop sign. Prepare to make a right at the driveway (called Loop Rd). That is the entrance to Parking Lots A and B. After turning into the driveway, Parking Lot B will come first and Lot A is just beyond a dividing sidewalk. Park in a green-outlined space.

From the south, take Campbell Road to Floyd Rd, turn north onto Floyd Rd. Continue north and turn left onto Lookout Drive after coming to a complete stop at the four-way stop sign. Prepare to make a right at the driveway (called Loop Rd). That is the entrance to Parking Lots A and B. After turning into the driveway, Parking Lot B will come first and Lot A is just beyond a dividing sidewalk. Park in a green-outlined space.

Parking is not enforced in green spots after 5 p.m. on Fridays or at all on weekends. If attending an event before 5 p.m. on Friday, or at any time on any other weekday, please park on the first floor of parking garage PS3 in a pay to park space on the first floor. Use the safe walking path and head west toward campus. A large campus map and Green Bridge appear at the end of the path. Cross the Green Bridge, walk through to the campus "mall" past Green Hall (GR), and University Theatre will be in front of you, across the mall.

Directions to Jonsson Performance Hall (JO)

From the north, take Synergy Park Blvd to Floyd Rd, turn south onto Floyd Rd. Continue south and turn right onto Lookout Drive after coming to a complete stop at the four-way stop sign. Prepare to make a right at the driveway (called Loop Rd). That is the entrance to Parking Lots A and B. After turning into the driveway, Parking Lot B will come first and Lot A is just beyond a dividing sidewalk. Park in a green-outlined space.

From the south, take Campbell Road to Floyd Rd, turn north onto Floyd Rd. Continue north and turn left onto Lookout Drive after coming to a complete stop at the four-way stop sign. Prepare to make a right at the driveway (called Loop Rd). That is the entrance to Parking Lots A and B. After turning into the driveway, Parking Lot B will come first and Lot A is just beyond a dividing sidewalk. Park in a green-outlined space.

Parking is not enforced in green spots after 5 p.m. on Fridays or at all on weekends. If attending an event before 5 p.m. on Friday, or at any time on any other weekday, please park on the first floor of parking garage PS3 in a pay to park space on the first floor. Use the safe walking path and head west toward campus. A large campus map and Green Bridge appear at the end of the path. Cross the Green Bridge, walk through to the campus "mall" past Green Hall (GR). Across from you will be University Theatre. Walk towards it, turn right, head north, and go between University Theatre and Erik Jonsson Academic Center. Walk up two sets of stairs and enter the doors on your right to enter Jonsson Performance Hall, JO 2.604.

Directions to the Edith O'Donnell Arts and Technology Building (ATC)

From the north, take Synergy Park Blvd to Floyd Rd, turn south onto Floyd Rd. Continue south and turn right onto Lookout Drive after coming to a complete stop at the four-way stop sign. Continue on Lookout Dr and make a left at Drive G. Continue south and park in parking garage PS1.

From the south, take Campbell Road to Floyd Rd, turn north onto Floyd Rd. Continue north and turn left onto Lookout Drive after coming to a complete stop at the four-way stop sign. Continue on Lookout Dr and make a left at Drive G. Continue south and park in parking garage PS1.

Park in a green-outlined space on the upper level. Parking is not enforced in green spots after 5 p.m. on Fridays or at all on weekends. Do not park in any other color-outlined spot other than green. If attending an event before 5 p.m. on Friday, or at any time on any other weekday, please park on the first floor in a metered space and pay the machine. Exit the garage and head west, walking along Drive A. Walk to the furthest southwest entrance to the Edith O'Donnell Arts and Technology (ATEC) building and go inside. The 1st Floor Gallery is on the north side of the building, so walk straight and it will be on your left. The 2nd floor gallery is up the stairs and along various walls.